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CEO FOREWORD
Having established trading desks that work with judicious management of market, credit and foreign 
exchange risks, Swift Petrotrade is skilled in sourcing for the various petroleum products from where they are 
plentiful and supply them to the places where they are in high demand. This is what positions us as an 
excellent company to deal with when it comes to global physical trading and supply of crude oil, LNG, refined 
petroleum and petrochemical products.

Here at Swift Petrotrade, we continue to build our philosophy on attracting and retaining some of the finest 
brains in the industry with access to global commodity markets. We are conversant with the extreme volatility 
of petroleum prices hence we have a dedicated team on board that manages it. Not only do we have physical 
traders but also paper traders managing the financial risks associated with trading commodities, typically 
through exchanges. 

Establishment of our headquarters in the United Arab Emirates emphasizes our belief in the growing 
importance of the UAE region for sourcing of refined products. We are happy to say, by Q4, 2019, Swift 
Petrotrade will commence Ship-To-Ship (STS) Transfers at Togo Triangle in order to tap into the demands from 
Lagos, Tema, Cotonou and Lome. At the same time, Swift Petrotrade’s bunkering business intended to provide 
fast, efficient and dependable ship-to-ship deliveries is expected to commence in line with IMO 2020 
regulations which limits sulphur content of bunker fuel to a maximum of 0.5%. 

Right from the inception, Swift Petrotrade’s Code 
of Conduct (COC) addresses the most important 
principles, rules, and standards, and represents 
the company’s values and ethical culture in business,
 including fighting corrupt practices, complying 
with anti-bribery, anti-corruption regulations, 
anti-money laundering, conflict of interest, 
and sanction legislation.

Despite our commitment towards expanding 
globally, we shall by no means drift
from our prodigious dedication 
to sub-Saharan Africa.

Ellis P. Antsroe
Chief Executive Officer

April, 2019
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To swiftly deliver high-quality petroleum and petrochemical products to our clients at affordable prices

INTRODUCTION Swift Petrotrade is an international petroleum commodity trading company with 
headquarters in Hamriyah Free Zone, Sharjah – United Arab Emirates (UAE). The company 
has its main corporate and trading office in the popular Business Bay of Dubai. We are 
engaged in global physical trading and supply of crude oil, LNG, refined petroleum and 
petrochemical products and shipping with prodigious focus on sub-Saharan Africa and 
Asia-Pacific regions. As a petroleum trading company, we are skilled in sourcing for the 
various petroleum products from where they are plentiful and supply them to the places 
where they are in high demand. 

Swift Petrotrade has an experienced trading team, operating across the industry 
capitalizing on both trading and selective investment opportunities. We strategize to 
source products directly from major refineries primarily in the Middle East and Europe as 
well as from other major international petroleum and petrochemical trading companies. 
Controlled from our Dubai office, our trading desks work with judicious management of 
market, credit and foreign exchange risks.

Philosophy
The philosophy of Swift Petrotrade is centered on attracting and retaining some of the 
finest brains in the industry with access to global commodity markets.

Independent
Africa owned & working globally

Corporate Presence
UAE Headquartered, 9 entities & 4 physical offices 

Business Activities
11 countries across 4 continents

Employee Diversity
13 nationalities represented

Motor
Fuelling Emerging Economies 

Become a pivotal international petroleum and petrochemical trading company with a dedication to 
sub-Saharan African markets

MISSION

VISION

 Swift Petrotrade at a Glance

To swiftly deliver high-quality petroleum and petrochemical products to our clients at affordable prices
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                                         's entrepreneurial management team 
brings together strong expertise from the fields of 
petroleum trading, logistics, trade finance, and risk 
management.                                        has a diverse core team of 
highly skilled energy industry professionals, many of whom 
have experience working both in Africa and for global oil 
and gas majors in international markets. 
At                                       , we promote diversity; so far our team 
comprises experts from about 13 different nationalities 
and this is expected to grow.                                        has a 
dedicated in-house team of industry-experienced 
Business Development executives who are responsible for 
growing           's business right from 
the inception. 
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Supply and Off-take
We engage in long-term supply contracts or off 
take agreements with various counterparts – 
mostly traders, importers, distributers and 
marketers – in the industry to fulfill our 
international trading goals. 

WHAT WE DO AT SWIFT PETROTRADE

Lease and Operate Terminals (Storage Facilities) 
Essentially we lease and operate oil storage 
facilities at various locations to serve the need of 
breaking or building bulk, blending, and future 
trading to serve our supply tasks. In some cases, we 
partner or sign throughput agreements with storage 
facility operators in order to serve the same 
purpose stated earlier. 

Freight Trading
A dedicated experienced tanker-chartering team manages and 
charter's tankers on bareboat, time and voyage charter for our 
trade barrels as well as others. We handle only wet freights and 
we deal in all vessel sizes, from 1,000 tons to 300,000 tons 
(Deadweight tonnage) depending on the class of deal under 
Time Charter, Contracts of Affreightment (COAs) and Spot 
Voyage. 

Manage Price Volatility
We are conversant with the fact that our commodity prices can be 
extremely volatile hence we have a dedicated team on board that 
manages it. Not only do we have physical traders but also paper 
traders managing the financial risks associated with trading 
commodities, typically through exchanges. 

Oilfield Equipment Supplies
Swift Petrotrade has built and continues to build 
strategic alliances with known names and accredited 
oil field equipment manufacturers across the globe. 
With this as our strength, we are able to supply all our 
clients in Upstream, Midstream and Downstream 
sectors internationally. Our supplies include factory 
equipment, clothing products, heavy equipment and 
light equipment. We are able to send samples to proven 
serious international buyers.

Bunkering
Swift Petrotrade’s bunkering business 
intended to provide fast, efficient and 
dependable ship-to-ship deliveries is 
expected to commence in Q4 2019. 

Ship-To-Ship (STS) Transfers
By Q4 2019, Swift Petrotrade will commence Ship-To-Ship (STS) Transfers at Togo Triangle in order to tap into the demands from Lagos, Tema, 
Cotonou and Lome.

STS is an operation whereby the transfer of cargo between seagoing vessels positioned alongside each other is carried out. The discharging vessel is 
known as STBL (Ship to be lightered). It is also called Mother vessel while the receiving vessel is called the Daughter Vessel. One vessel acts as the 
terminal leaving the second one to moor. Under this arrangement, our buyers will have to charter vessels that can convey their required quantities to 
move to the location of our mother vessel for the ship-to-ship (STS) transfer to take place.
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We work primarily with refineries owned by national oil companies, 
oil majors, independent oil refineries, airline companies, power 
generation plants, shipping companies and other bulk end users. We 
focus on all members of the supply chain from the refineries to the 
end users such as using best in class logistics whether it's a ship, 
barge, pipeline or truck to move oil efficiently and effectively. 

We strive to provide swift and direct delivery through our 
network of trusted partners to all our clients globally on CIF, 
FOB or STS basis. In instances where we buy from 
international trading partners, we buy on FOB and supply 
either on CIF or undertake STS Our products include: 

OIL, NG, PETROLEUM 
AND PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS

LUBRICANTS

Crude Oil 
LNG
NGLs
Condensate
Gasoil – ULSD, LSGO, AGO, Diesel (10 ppm, 50 ppm, 500 ppm, 1500 ppm)

Gasoline
LPG
Fuel Oil (280 ,180 and 380)
Naphtha (Feedstock for Petrochemicals)
Jet Fuel (ATK)
Low Pour Fuel Oil (LPFO) – Black Oil 
Bitumen
Mazut

Engine Oil
Gear Oil

Speciality Greases & Oils
Greases

Coolants
Marine Oils

Transmission Oils
Brake Fluids

Hydraulic Oils

OUR STAKEHOLDERS 

OUR PRODUCT LINES



Swift Petrotrade FZC is socially responsible. We have keen interest in Health, Safety, Security and Environment (HSSE) 
related issues in the regions in which we operate. 
As a responsible international petroleum and petrochemical trading company, Swift Petrotrade has developed an 
environmental approach to control the impact of its activities and will continually deploy social, human and economic 
actions close to local populations and national authorities. 

The international trading activities of Swift Petrotrade will certainly impact on the environment. These impacts may take 
the form of fire hazards, leakages and spillages, which could result in the contamination and eventual pollution of surface 
and ground water or emission of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) leading to the destruction of the ozone layer. Swift 
Petrotrade being mindful of these negative environmental impacts has developed a comprehensive Corporate 
Environmental Policy (CEP) Document to guide its operations. 

The Corporate Environmental Policy of Swift Petrotrade thoroughly outlines the company’s commitment towards 
sustainability, environmental protection, human and property safety.

Licensed by Hamriyah Free Zone Authority (HFZA), Swift Petrotrade expects from all employees utmost ethical behavior, 
transparency, integrity, and full compliance with all applicable laws and regulations of HFZA, the UAE government and those 
of the countries in which the company operates as well as with all Swift Petrotrade’s principles, guidelines and policies. 

Swift Petrotrade carries out its business with extreme vigilance and under the guidance of the Compliance Desk of the 
company to ensure that all our directors, officers and employees follow consistently Swift Petrotrade’s rigorous policies and 
procedures when acting on behalf of or in the name of Swift Petrotrade.

Swift Petrotrade’s Code of Conduct addresses the most important principles, rules, and standards, and represents the 
company’s values and ethical culture in business, including fighting corrupt practices, complying with anti-bribery, 
anti-corruption regulations, anti-money laundering, conflict of interest, and sanction legislation. It provides guidance to all 
employees as well as to every joint co-operation under the control of Swift Petrotrade. The Code of Conduct outlines the 
behavior Swift Petrotrade expects of its employees and what employees can expect of Swift Petrotrade. 

At Swift Petrotrade, we conduct a thorough KYC on all our potential clients prior to entering into any form of contractual 
agreements. We do not trade with companies that entered any trade directly or indirectly in the past 3 years with any 
countries, states, organizations, companies or individuals sanctioned, blacklisted or banned by UN, EU and USA.

CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY (CSR)

COMPLIANCE
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HAMRIYAH FREE ZONE ADVANTAGE
• 14 Meter deep-water Main Harbor and 6 Meter deep inner Maritime harbor

• Port is able to accommodate large and deep drafted vessels and handle all kinds of cargoes.

• Easy access linking all Seven Emirates of UAE, also providing connections to neighboring Gulf States Closer to the Straits of Hormuz.

• Easy access to storage terminals at comparatively lower rates 

Hamriyah Free Zone Authority (HFZA) was established by an Emiri decree issued in November 12, 1995. It is located in Sharjah, United Arab 
Emirates, which gives the free zone a unique geographic and time zone advantage backed by a secure and fully convertible currency and a 
multi-access to neighboring and global countries through land, sea and air. Hamriyah Free Zone is fast becoming one of the cornerstones 
of the United Arab Emirates industrial development. As the Next Generation Free Zone, Hamriyah Free Zone is ensuring that its 
management is flexible and dynamic besides being an investor oriented free zone. 

THE FREE ZONE PROVIDES
THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES: 

• Access to 14 meter deep water port and 7 meter deep inner harbor 

• Land lease for 25 years renewed for similar period 

• Pre-built warehouses, factories and office units for lease 

• Executive office suites in the International Business Center for lease 

• On-site accommodation for investors’ personnel including recreation center and health club 

• Transportation via road, 3 sea ports and Sharjah International airport 

• Highly developed infrastructure and telecommunications links 

• Abundant and inexpensive energy (Electricity: $0.05 per KWA, Water: $8.17 per 1000 Gallons) 

• Liberty for personnel recruitment and economical workforce
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Human Resources
- Talent Acquisition and Development
- Compensation and Benefits 

Legal & Corporate Affairs
- Trading & Corporate
- Compliance
- Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
- Internal & External Communications

Business Administration
- Office Management
- IT Networks
- IT Security
- Applications

Executive Office /Management
- CEO
- Management Team

Finance
- Corporate Finance
- Operations Finance
- Trade Finance
- Accounting
- Risk and Middle-Office Management 

Trading
- Trading & Operations
- Traders (Physical Trading and Paper Trading)
- Business Development

MANAGEMENT 
AND 
TEAM 
STRUCTURE

Swift Petrotrade’s departmental structures consist of the following functions:

Downstream Infrastructure, Shipping & Bunkering 
- Oil Products   - Shipping 
- Gas    - Commercial
- Bunkering Operations  - Business Development
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Swift Petrotrade has adopted a one-tier 
model of Board of Directors. This model 
has only one body instead of two 
separate ones. The body consists of 
executive directors and non-executive 
directors. The executive directors are in 
charge of the daily management, but are 
supported intensively by the 
non-executive directors. The Board 
meets regularly to discuss and review 
reports on the business and the 
company’s strategies. The Board 
currently consists of two Executive 
Directors and three independent 
Non-Executive Directors. Together, they 
bring a wide range of business, 
commercial and other relevant 
experience. The Board is confident that 
there is an appropriate representation of 
proficiency, capabilities, knowledge, 
independence and diversity of 
background amongst the members to 
carry out duties and responsibilities 
effectively.

The Board adheres to strong corporate 
governance and effective risk 
management. The Board is accountable 
for the sustainable financial 
performance and long-term value of 
Swift Petrotrade. It meets these 
objectives by approving the company’s 
plans and ensuring that the necessary 
resources are in place to achieve the 
agreed strategic goals and objectives of 
the company. 

The management of Swift Petrotrade pays colossal attention to developing sound corporate policies and 
procedures that all employees, including management, are expected to comply with. Currently, Swift Petrotrade 
has issued the following corporate policies and procedures:

Business Subject Matters/Themes Corporate Policies and Procedures

GOVERNANCE 
STRUCTURE

CORPORATE POLICIES 
AND PROCEDURES

Code of Business Conduct
Business Ethics and Standards
Counter Party Due Diligence Procedure
Anti-Bribery & Corruption
Anti-Money Laundering
Speaking Up
Conflict of Interest
Sanctions
Gifts and Hospitality
Delegation of Authority

Contracts Management & Approval Process
Corporate Disclosure Policy
Corporate Social Responsibility Policy

Employee Handbook
Corporate IT Policy
Mobile Phone Policy
Travel & Expenses Policy
Non Smoking, Drugs and Alcohol Policy

HSSE Policy
HSSE Management System

GOVERNANCE, RISK 
AND COMPLIANCE

LEGAL & CORPORATE 
AFFAIRS

HR & BUSINESS 
ADMIVNISTRATION

HEALTH, SAFETY, SECURITY,
ENVIRONMENT (HSSE)
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Licensed by Hamriyah Free Zone Authority (HFZA), Swift Petrotrade expects from all employees utmost ethical behavior, 
transparency, integrity, and full compliance with all applicable laws and regulations of HFZA, the UAE government and those 
of the countries in which the company operates as well as with all Swift Petrotrade’s principles, guidelines and policies. 

Swift Petrotrade carries out its business with extreme vigilance and under the guidance of the Compliance Desk of the 
company to ensure that all our directors, officers and employees follow consistently Swift Petrotrade’s rigorous policies and 
procedures when acting on behalf of or in the name of Swift Petrotrade.

Swift Petrotrade’s Code of Conduct addresses the most important principles, rules, and standards, and represents the 
company’s values and ethical culture in business, including fighting corrupt practices, complying with anti-bribery, 
anti-corruption regulations, anti-money laundering, conflict of interest, and sanction legislation. It provides guidance to all 
employees as well as to every joint co-operation under the control of Swift Petrotrade. The Code of Conduct outlines the 
behavior Swift Petrotrade expects of its employees and what employees can expect of Swift Petrotrade. 

At Swift Petrotrade, we conduct a thorough KYC on all our potential clients prior to entering into any form of contractual 
agreements. We do not trade with companies that entered any trade directly or indirectly in the past 3 years with any 
countries, states, organizations, companies or individuals sanctioned, blacklisted or banned by UN, EU and USA.

SWIFT PETROTRADE FZC

Registered Office
P5-ELOB Office No. E-22F-31
Hamriyah Free Zone – Sharjah
United Arab Emirates

Postal Address: P. O. Box # 35866 Dubai – UAE

Tema Office 
2nd Floor, Aba Fosua Plaza
Adjacent, ICGC ZOE 
Temple Community 5, 
Tema, Ghana

Takoradi Office
Christian Hills Effia
WS - 237 - 0423
Kojo - Kum Avenue, 
Takoradi, Ghana

Dubai Trading Office
Office # 2524
25th Floor, Iris Bay Tower
Al Sa’ada St, Business Bay, Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Registration Number: 18117       Licence Number: 17656

+971 4 871 4325  |  info@swiftpetrotrade.com

Physical Offices

Business Activities

www.swiftpetrotrade.com 
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